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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], the relationship between the so-called fundamental solutions of 
certain difference-integral equations and the zeros of their characteristic 
functions is discussed. In the present work we extend our methods and 
results to difference-differential-integral equations with the integrals of 
convolution type, Thus consider the difference-differential-integral equation 
2 -$ t~~~~'~'(t - &) = j'K(s) p)(t --s) ds, 
j=O k=O 0 
(1.1) 
where uik are complex constants, Bi are real numbers, and K is an arbitrary 
function in complex L,(O, 8). It can be shown, by direct substitution, that 
y(t) = tqezt is a solution of (1.1) if and only if z is a zero of multiplicity > q 




The purpose of this paper is to study the distribution of zeros of entire 
functions of the form (1.2). 
* This work was supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation, 
NSF-GP 4337. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The characteristic functions which we consider have the form 
I+(X) = g(x) - 11 K(s) e-zr ds, (2.1) 
where p > 0, K is an arbitrary function in complex L,(O, ,B) and g has one 
of the following forms (we assume in (2.2)-(2.5) that a, are nonzero complex 
constants and 0 = &, < fil < *** < /&): 
g(x) = 2 uve+yz, 
where j$, , /$ , ***, /& are commensurable. 
g(X) = 3 a,z”[l + e(z)] e-aVz, 
(2.2) 
u=o 
m, are nonnegative integers; m, = rnp, , m # 0, v = 0, 1, a**, n; e(x) is used 
as a generic symbol for a function, holomorphic in a neighborhood of co, 
such that limz+m C(Z) = 0. 
where m, are nonnegative integers and C(Z) is as in (2.4). (2.2)-(2.4) are special 
cases of (2.5) and are considered only because each yields a different statement 
concerning certain of the zeros of I/J(Z). 
The asymptotic distribution of the zeros of z/(x) is related to the behavior 
of g(z) and si K(s) e-zS ds for 1 z 1 large. If we consider 4(x) with g(z) given 
by the general form (2.5), then one of the conclusions of the following sec- 
tions is that there exists a positive constant ci such that the asymptotic 
distribution of the zeros of (6(z) in the region 
U:IRe(z+m,logz)]>-cc,, I Re b + m, log 4 I -=c l (2.6) 
is related to the distribution of the zeros of g(z), while the distribution of the 
zeros of #(z) outside this region depends on lz K(s) e-zs ds. It follows from 
[2, Theorem 12.91 that there are positive constants c2 and c, such that 
I g(4 I Z cg I xrna e-f%3 I , lzI3c,, .x E C(U), (2.7) 
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where C(U) denotes the complement of C’. If ,/3 < is, , then (2.7) shows that 
g(x) is the dominant term in $(.z) for Re (z) ---f co, and hence #(.z) has 
at most a finite number of zeros in {.a : Re z < 0) n C(U). For Re z > 0, 
~,,Po dominates 4(z), and again #(z) has at most a finite number of zeros in 
{x:Rez>O} nC(U). 
If, however, /3 > ,Rn and K(s) -f 0 on a subset of (&, , /I) of positive measure, 
then 4(x) has an infinite number of zeros in C(U) and a large portion of our 
work is devoted to proving this. This is accomplished by finding lower 
bounds for the number of zeros of J,!J( x inside the circle / z ! = r and com- ) 
paring these lower bounds with upper bounds for the number of zeros of 
4(z) which are related to g(x). To this end, we introduce 
THEOREM 2.1. If /3 > /3, and K(s) # 0 on a subset of (/3, /3,J of positive 
measure, then the number n(r) of zeros of $( z inside the circle 1 x / = r satisfies ) 
for some E > 0 and all r sufficiently large. 
The following lemma of Cartwright [cf. 3, p. 871 is employed in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. If #(.z) is an entire function of order one and mean type such that 
s mVog+IW)I +lop+l$(-iiy)l}$-c.m, 1 
where log+ a = max (log a, 0), then 
(i) there exist A, and A, with - co < A, < A, < CC such that 
h(0) = max (A, cos 0, A, cos e), 
where h(B) is the Phragmen-Lindelbf indicator function defined by 
h(B) = $+% r-l log j $(reie) I . 
(ii) n(r) - (A, - A,) r/n as r + co, where n(r) is the number of zeros of 
$(z) in the dish ) z I < r. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Clearly #(z) is of order one and mean type. 
By the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma [4, p. 111 
s 
‘K(s) e- (%J+~Y)S ds 4 0 as lyl+a 
0 
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for each fixed x0. Also 
1 JI K(s) e-= ds j < JI j K(s) 1 ds for Rexax,, 
and so, by the Phragmen-Lindeliif theorem [5, p. 471, 
I 
’ K(s) eczs ds + 0 as lyI+CQ (2.9) 
0 
uniformly on each finite x-interval. Therefore, on each finite x-interval, 
the asymptotic behavior of 4(z) as / y 1 + 03 is that of g(z). Hence 
I slr(ti) I - I diy) I = I$ a”(iP [I + E”(ir>l eiauy 1 
II=0 
< (n + 1) I 4 I I Y IM [1 + I %(ti)> II,
where M = max, m, , and so 
s %%+ 1 I GY) I + log+ I#(- i> I,$ < CQ. 
Now consider 
#(rein) = 2 a,( - Y)~, [l + E”( - r)] emaYr - s: K(s) ers ds. 
I?=0 
Since K(s) # 0 on a subset of (pn , ,9) of positive measure, 
By a lemma of Titchmarsh [6, Lemma 2.31, the assumptions on K insure 
that there exists a sequence {R,} of real numbers with R, + cc such that 
Is 
’ qs) e%s ds 1 > A~(&+~)% (2.10) 
8, 
for some A > 0 and some E > 0. Consequently 
h(n) = 5 r-l log I #(yei”) I 3 /In + E. 
If cos 0 > 0, ) $(reie) 1 N I a, ) . ~"0 # 0 and hence 
h(B) = F+l r-1 log (I a, I * Y%) = 0. 
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Now h(0) is the support function of a convex set (the indicator diagram of $) 
which we have just shown contains the points 0 and - (pn + E), cf. Levin 
[5, p. 771. Hence 
By (i) of Lemma 2.2, h(B) = max (A, cos 0, A, cos 0), where A, < - (/3, + e) 
and A, = 0. Consequently 
49 2 GL + c) 5 
for Y sufficiently large. Q.E.D. 
In the following sections we show that #(z) has a set A of zeros which are, 
in a certain sense, “near” the zeros of g(.z). We denote by Sz the set of zeros 
of #(.a) which are not in A. Then another conclusion of the remaining sec- 
tions is 
THEOREM 2.3. The set Q is injinite if, and only ;f, /In < ,8 and K(s) # 0 
on a subset of (/In , /3) of positive measure. 
The following theorem partially describes the distribution of zeros of 
*w 
THEOREM 2.4. If Q is infinite, then it consists of a sequence {zn} such that 
linhrn Rez,=-a. 
PROOF. Since sf K(s) eFs ds + 0 as ] y I- cc uniformly in each finite 
x-interval, it follows that the asymptotic distribution of zeros of 9(z) in any 
strip of finite width and parallel to the imaginary axis is related only to g(z). 
Consequently, in considering G, we need only investigate 4(z) for 1 Re .a 1 
large. Now 
m, # 0, 
m, = 0. 
Thus there are at most a finite number of elements in Sz with positive real 
part, and the theorem is proved. 
3. CONSTANT COJJFFICIENTS AND COMMENSURABLE EXPONENTS 
We consider first the simple case where g(x) has constant coefficients and 
the exponents By are commensurable, say j3” = ydv , where the d, are non- 
negative integers with d, = 0. We also assume y 3 1 (if 0 < y < 1, an 
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appropriate change of variable allows the problem to be treated in an analo- 
gous manner). Then 
g(4 = 2 4e-Y”)d~e (3.1) 
If we set X = e-yz, we obtain 
g(2) = P(A) E 2 UJd~, O=d,<d,<***<d,. (3.2) 
u=o 
Suppose that h is a nonzero zero of P(A) of multiplicity p. Define 5 by 
e-5 = X 5 = E + iv, 0 < 7) < 27. (3.3) 
Then g(z) has zeros of multiplicity p given by 
5 + 2krri (k = 0, f 1, -). 
Thus, there is a positive minimum distance A between any two distinct zeros 
of g(z). For each 8 > 0 such that 6 < 3 A and each k = 0, f 1, -10, let 
T,(6) = {z : 1 z - (4 + 2km-i) 1 < S}. (3.4) 
Then, if h is a nonzero zero of P(h) o f multiplicity TV, an application of Rouche’s 
theorem, using (2.9) and the fact that 1 g(z) 1 is bounded away from zero on 
Bdry[r,(G)], yields that there are p zeros (counting multiplicities) of z,%(z) 
in each r,(6) for 1 k / sufficiently large. Thus, there exists a positive constant 
cr such that the zeros of #(,a) in the strip 
IRez/<cl 
are asymptotically equal to the zeros of g(z). 
Let nl(r) be the number of zeros of g(z) inside the circle 1 z 1 = Y. Since 
P(h) has at most d,, distinct zeros, it follows that 
for Y sufficiently large and, since d,, < fin , 
(3.5) 
for Y sufficiently large. 
Let 9 denote the set of zeros of #(z) other than those near the zeros ofg(s). 
We already know that Sz has at most a finite number of elements with positive 
real part. If @ < /3,, then &e&n2 is the dominant term in 4(z) for Re z < 0 
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and consequently Q has at most a finite number of elements with negative 
real part. If /3n < ,G and K(s) # 0 on a subset of (prL , ,!3) of positive measure, 
then (2.8) and (3.5) imply that the number of elements in Q n (2 : / z / = 1-1 
exceeds 
which tends to infinity with Y. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3 
for the case (3.1). 
4. CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS AND GENERAL REAL EXPONENTS 
Suppose g(z) has the form 
where a, are nonzero complex constants and py are nonnegative real numbers 
with 
0 =/30 </31 < **. <fin. 
It follows from [2, Theorem 12.41 that there exists a positive constant c 
such that all zeros of g(z) lie in the strip 
-c<Rez<c. 
Clearly, c can be chosen so that the zeros of g(z) are uniformly bounded 
away from the boundary of the strip. Let R be the rectangle described by 
I RexI dc, jIma-a]<b, 
where a is real and b is positive. Let n,(R) denote the number of zeros ofg(z) 
in R. It has been proved by Langer [7] that n,(R) satisfies 
Consider the sequence of rectangles {R,} defined by 
I Rex dc, 
1m z - c2’ - ‘lb 
2 
< b, k=O, * l;.*. 
The number of zeros of g(z) in each R, satisfies 
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and so through each such rectangle R, there can be drawn a line L, , parallel 
to ,the real axis, such that the lines L, are uniformly bounded away from the 
zeros of g(s). Let ek be the y intercept of the line L, and R,’ the rectangle 
An application of Rouche’s theorem, taking into account (2.9), then yields 
that 4(z) and g(z) have the same number of zeros in Ri,‘. Since the choice of 
b :> 0 was arbitrary 4(z) has, in the sense just described, zeros near the zeros 
of g(z) and the number n,(R,‘) of zeros of #(z) in R,’ satisfies 
In particular, the number of zeros of #(z) in the rectangle 
I RexI <c, Imz--+ Girl, r real 
is bounded above by 
and so the number q(r) of zeros of $(z) in the rectangle defined by 
I Rezl <c, IImxI <r, r>O 
satisfies 
(4.2) 
where it is assumed that there are no zeros of #(z) on the boundary of the 
rectangle. 
Now, if B < fin, then an argument similar to that in Section 3 and an 
application of Rouche’s theorem yields that #(z) has at most a finite number 
of zeros other than those “near” the zeros of g(z). If /3 > &, , then (2.8) and 
(4.2) imply that the number of zeros of I/(Z) other than those near the zeros 
of g(z) exceeds 
(& + l ) b - * - 2n = 55 - 2n, 
77 
which tends to infinity with r and so Theorem 2.3 is proved for functions g(z) 
of the form (4.1). 
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5. EXPONENTS AND POWERS PROPORTIONAL 
We next consider functions g(z) of the form 
where the a, are nonzero complex constants, m, are nonnegative integers, 
f+z E”(Z) =0, (v = 0, 1, ***, n), 
0 =/30 <p1 < -** <pn 
and 
111” = m/t > m * 0, (v = 0, 1, --*, n) 
A special case of (5.1), which occurs frequently, is 
$*.(4 e+u’, 
v-0 
where the py(z) are polynomials of degree m, with m, = m/cl,, m # 0. 
Since m, = m&, , m # 0 we can write 
g(4 = 2 41 + 441 exp I- )Bdz + m log 41, (5.2) 
where log z denotes that branch of the logarithm which is zero when z = 1. 
If we let 5 = x + m log x, then (5.2) becomes 
= 3 a”[1 + E”*(C)] eK(mjb)‘m. 
“=O 
(5.3) 
Now, the zeros of the function in (5.3) are [cf. 2, p. 4051 asymptotically 
equal to the zeros of the comparison function 
fi([) is a polynomial in ecfm of degree m, , and to each complex root w of this 
polynomial, there corresponds a chain of roots 
5 = m log j w 1 + im (arg w + 2k7), k = 0, & 1, ... . (5.5) 
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The zeros off([) are asymptotic to those in (5.5). Consequently the zeros 
of g(a) lie asymptotically along a finite number of curves 
Re 5 = Re (Z + m log Z) = constant. (5.6) 
It follows from [2, Lemma 12.41 that the mapping 5 = a + m log a preserves 
boundedness of distances from zero. Consequently there is a positive mini- 
mum distance d between zeros of g(z). Let the zeros of g(a) be arranged in a 
sequence {aB} and let 0 < 8 < QO. Let 
It follows from an argument similar to that in Section 3 that if k is sufficiently 
large and xk is a zero ofg(z) of order p, then I/(Z) has exactly p zeros (counting 
multiplicities) in r,(6). 
It follows from [2, Lemma 12.21 that for any 8, 0 < 0 < n/2, there is a 
ci :> 0 such that 
I g(z) I > cl I ,c++-~ I , I arg x - n 1 < 8. 
Thus, if /I < /3n , g(z) is the dominant term in I/J(Z) and so #(a) has at most a 
finite number of zeros other than those near the zeros of g(z). If ,3 > fin, 
let n,(R) denote the number of zeros of g(a) inside the curvilinear rectangle R 
defined by 
IRe(z+mlog4 <c,, 1 Im (a + m log z) 1 < b. 
If there are no zeros of g(a) on the boundary of R, then [cf. 2, Theorem 12.81 
Thus, for Y sufficiently large, the number nl(y) of zeros of g(a) inside the circle 
I .a 1 = r satisfies 
Applying (2.8), we again see that the number of zeros of #(a) other than those 
near the zeros of g(z) satisfies 
n(r) - fzl(Y) > (fin + c) b - $ - 12 = % - 12, 
which tends to infinity with Y. This proves Theorem 2.3 for the case where 
g(z) is given by (5.1). 
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6. POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 
Finally, we consider functions of the form 
g(z) = 2 U”Z’““[l -t E&r)] e-fiuz, 
u=n 
(6.1) 
where the a, are nonzero complex constants, m, are nonnegative integers, 
limz+m E,(Z) = 0, (V = 0, 1, ..., n) and 0 = pi, < /3r < ... < /3n . An impor- 
tant special case of (6.1) is 
where p”(z), (V = 0, 1, **a, n), are polynomials of degree m, . 
Returning to (6.1), we consider in a Cartesian plane points P, with coor- 
dinates (fiy, m,), (v = 0, 1, ..., n). These points determine a polygonal line L 
which 
(a) joins P,, with P, , 
(b) has vertices only at points of the set 
{P”:V=0,1;~~,?2), 
(c) is convex upward (or straight), 
(d) is such that no P, lies above L. 
The graph obtained in this way is called the distribution diagram of g(z). 
Let the successive segments of L be denoted by L, , L, , ..., L, , numbered 
from left to right and let the slope of L, be denoted by pk . It is shown in 
[2, pp. 411-4121 that there exist positive constants ci and c2 such that for 
I z I 2 %! , no zeros of g(x) are contained in the regions U, defined by 
Uk:Re(z+pLplogz)>c,, Re (z + P,+~ log a) < - ci , 
U,:Re(z+prlogz)<-cc,, 
U,:Re(z+~,logx)>cr. (6.2) 
Thus all zeros of g(z), with large modulus, lie within one of the strips V, 
defined by 
Vk:IRe@+pklog4 <cl, k = 1, 2, *.., m. (6.3) 
The following lemma, proved in [2, p. 4121, shows that there is at most a 
finite number of zeros in each of the regions U, . 
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LEMMA 6.1. Within each region U, , one term of g(z) is of predominant order 
of magnitude, namely, the one corresponding to the point of the distribution 
diagram at the right end of the segment Lk . If this point is relabeled Pk , then 
there is a positive constant cS such that 
I g(z) I >, c3 I ~mk e-ok2 I , IZI 3c,, z E u, . (6.4) 
We consider next the problem of describing the zeros of large modulus in 
each of the strips Vk . The strips V, consists of points .a which satisfy 
Re (Z + pli log Z) = c, - ci < c < c1 . (6.5) 
Thus 
I ,pv &~z / = c4 I z I%-PA, (6.6) 
where cp = ep+. The relation (6.6) implies that terms corresponding to 
points on Lk are of higher order of magnitude than the other terms and so, 
for z E V, , 
g(z) = 2 a,x?“[l + c(z)] @u” 
Lk 
where the sum is taken over all v corresponding to points P,, on L, . Let the 
points P, on L, be denoted, from left to right, by P,, , (h = 1, 2, 0.‘) u). Then 
for a E V, , 
g(z) = $ alchPkh[l + C(Z)] gLhZ 
h-l 
=.Z %leh 2 akhZ m*h-mYl ++)I exp k%h - Pm) 4. (6.7) 
h=l 
But the points Pkh all lie on a line segment of slope pk , and so 
m kh - mkl = pk@kh - fikl), h = 1, . . . . CT. 
Thus, if pk # 0, then the exponents of eZ and powers of z in (6.7) are pro- 
portional and the distribution of zeros of g(z) and therefore also of #(a) is as 
described in Section 5. That is, the zeros of g(x) lie in a finite number of 
chains and are a minimum positive distance apart and consequently there are 
p zeros of glr(z) (counting multiplicities) near each zero ofg(z) of large modulus 
and multiplicity CL. If pLk = 0, then the situation is as described in Section 3 
or 4, depending on whether or not the numbers /Ilch - flkl (K = 1, ..-, cr) 
are commensurable, and we again have that in the sense described in those 
sections, #(a) has zeros near the zeros of g(z). The example 
g(z) = (1 - e”‘“) (1 - e+), 
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al/a2 irrational, shows that in the case, pk = 0 and incommensurable expo- 
nents, the zeros of g(z) may not be asymptotically determinate, and so the 
description of nearness in Section 4 cannot be improved. 
Now, if /3 < pn , then it follows from Lemma 6.1 that 4(z) has at most a 
finite number of zeros other than those near the zeros of g(z). If ,5 > ,& and 
K(s) # 0 on a subset of (& , /?) of positive measure, then we note first that the 
number n(R,) of zeros of g(z) in the region R, , with no zeros of g(z) on the 
boundary, defined by 
lRe(z+vklog+ <cl, I Im (2 + pk log 2) I < b 
satisfies [cf. 2, Theorem 12.101 
where nk is the number of points of the distribution diagram on L, and 
ak = Bko - pkl is the difference in values of /3,, at the end-points of L, . Thus 
for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity and sufficiently large, we have 
Consequently, the number nl(r) of zeros of g(x), and therefore of #(a), in 
satisfies 
n&) = k% nk(r> G k% (+ + nk - ‘) 
42 =- ~ + k3 @k - 1) < + + n - (3. 
Again applying Theorem 2.1, we obtain that the number of zeros of $(z) 
other than those near the zeros of g(z) satisfies 
n(r) - fzl(l) 3 (/In + C) G - Gz - n + 0 = $ - n + 0, 
which tends to infinity with Y, and Theorem 2.3 is proved for functions g(z) 
of the form (6.1). 
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